Extended Response Feedback Form
6th Grade Social Studies
Name:_____________________________________

Core:__________________

Directions: Please complete the self reflection chart below to identify your strengths and weaknesses pertaining to the extended response writing
prompt.
Extended Response Title:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________
Focus Area
Choosing A Position: ___2.5
pts
Did you choose only one position
on the topic and support that
SAME position throughout the
writing?
Did you choose your position
without using personal “I”
statements?
Support Position Using UHR:
___5 pts
Did you select one Universal
Human Right to support your
position?
Did you define your Universal
Human Right?
Did you explain how your
Universal Human Right supports
your position?

Student Self Reflection &
Evidence

Peer Editor’s Comment

Teacher’s Comments

Support Position Using Prior
Knowledge:
___5 pts
Did you explain a real life example
that supports your position?
Does your real life example come
from either economics,
government, geography, or
history?
Did you explain how your prior
knowledge example supports your
position?
Support Position Using Data:
___5 pts
Did you use either numbers or %’s
to support your position?
Did you explain how the data
supports your position?

Restate Your Position In
Closing:
___2.5 pts
Did you summarize your writing in
a closing?
Did you include your position in
your closing statement?
Did you close your writing without
using personal “I” statements?

Writing Mechanics:
___5 pts
Did you include a focused main
idea with a topic sentence?
Does your writing have a logical
flow of ideas?
Did you use vocabulary related to
the topic or social studies?
Did you include an effective use of
punctuation, capitalization, and
spelling?
Did you omit any run-on
sentences?
Did you have good sentence
structure?

Formative Assessment: Please answer each question to the best of your ability.
1. Do you believe you have improved in your ability to write an extended response? Yes or No
2. Do you believe that have improved in your ability to think at a higher level of difficulty? Yes or No
3. Do you believe your overall knowledge of the world has increased? Yes or No
4. Do you believe your overall ability to read data in graphs and charts has increased? Yes or No
5. Please explain the area in which you are still struggling concerning the extended response:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________

Teacher Comments:
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________

